
DaVan Official - Sad Song

This is a sad song, a melody of pain (of pain)

Where tears are the lyrics, and sorrow is the refrain (uh huh)

I'm drowning in the sadness, that i cannot escape (uh huh)

And it feels like there's no light, no hope, no grace (no light, no hope, n

o grace)

I try to smile but it feels so fake, the world around me to shake

I'm trying to see what you want, but everything is so fake

I wish i could turn back time, and make things alright

But regrets are all the time, and my memories are cold

But no one can help me (help me)

I am a lost soul (lost soul)

But that's what the xanns do (uh huh)

I ain't wanna fuck you (nah nah)

I mean i didn't plan to

But things changed, my life rearranged

This is a sad song, a melody of pain

Where tears are the lyrics, and sorrow is the refrain

I'm drowning in the sadness, that i cannot escape

And it feels like there's no light, no hope, no grace

I'm in a dark place, i can never leave

I'm in a dark place, you could never understand

Wish you could understand what i have inside my head (my head)

Wish that i could tell you that i never meant to hurt you (i didn't)

Baby i need you but i know you give zero fucks (you don't)

I know that you hate me but don't ever tell me fuck you (no)

It would be so easy if i could just replace you (replace)

I got goopies, hoes, and ladies, they all surround me (huddle)



You see the problem with that baby is that they don't see me, no (they don't)

Wishing that they knew me, only if you knew me (you did)

I know that i'm sometimes a dick to my exes (my ex)

I know that i'm sometimes a dick to my girlfriend (girlfriend)

I know that i'm sometimes a dick cause i'm toxic (toxic)

Maybe if i felt loved i wouldn't be so toxic (i wouldn't)

This is a sad song, a melody of pain

Where tears are the lyrics (uh huh) and sorrow is the refrain

I'm drowning in the sadness (uh huh) that i cannot escape (no, no)

And it feels like there's no light, no hope, no grace

Do i need you? i don't really even know

Baby this is a sad song


